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luorescence microscopy permits 3D investigation of living
cells, tissues, and even small organisms. However, features
smaller than approximately half the emission wavelength
(⬇200–300 nm) cannot be resolved in conventional far-field
microscopy because of the optical diffraction limit (1). Other
techniques, such as electron microscopy (transmission electron
microscopy, cryoEM) and scanning probe microscopy (scanning
tunneling microscopy, atomic force microscopy), achieve molecular-level resolution, but are not suitable for imaging features
within live cells. During the last decade, the optical diffraction
limit has been overcome with the introduction of several new
concepts, pioneered by stimulated emission depletion (STED)
(2), ground-state depletion (3), structured illumination microscopy (SIM), (4, 5), and image interference microscopy (6).
Stochastic techniques using photoswitchable probes have also
been developed such as photo-activated localization microscopy
(fPALM) (7), stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy
(STORM) (8), PALM (9), and variants thereof (10, 11). The
development of switchable fluorescent probes also triggered the
emergence of new contrast enhancing techniques such as optical
lock-in detection (OLID) (12). Even though OLID provides fast
imaging with enhanced contrast, it lacks super-resolution capability. Conversely PALM and STORM achieve nanometer resolution, but with the tradeoff of slow acquisition speed (minutes
to hours). STED has achieved video rate (13) but the method is
quite demanding in terms of labeling procedures and choice of
dyes and requires tedious alignment procedures. Recently, superresolution microscopy at 11 Hz has been demonstrated by
using SIM, achieving a 2-fold increased lateral resolution (14).
All super-resolution methods are capable of enhancing resolution in 3D, but often at the expense of major technical demands
or modifications to the microscope (15–17).
Here, we report on a 3D super-resolution method that not only
overcomes the diffraction limit, but also generates virtually
www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0907866106

background-free, contrast-enhanced images with a few seconds
of acquisition time. Because it is based on the analysis of
temporal fluorescence fluctuations of emitters (e.g., fluorescence intermittency), we call it super-resolution optical fluctuation imaging (SOFI). We demonstrate SOFI by using a conventional wide-field microscope equipped with a CCD camera,
although in principle it can be applied to any kind of fluorescence imaging method (spinning disk, scanning confocal, total
internal reflection, etc.). SOFI does not require controlled or
synchronized photoactivation, but instead relies on the independent stochastic fluctuations of the emitters. Furthermore, SOFI
works without the need for sophisticated electronics or acquisition schemes. It only involves taking a movie of the sample.
However, three conditions must be met:
1. The fluorescent label has to exhibit at least two different
emission states. For example, these states can be a fluorescent and a nonfluorescent one, but in principle any two or
more states that are optically distinguishable will do.
2. Different emitters have to switch between states repeatedly
and independently from each other in a stochastic way.
3. For this approach, the image should be acquired with pixels
smaller than the diffraction limit. Resolution less than the
pixel size will be the topic of a future publication.
These conditions being met, the pixel value of a SOFI image (of
the order n) is obtained from the nth-order cumulant of the
original pixel time series. The signal in a pixel using conventional
imaging applications is given by the superposition of the fluorescence originating from different, nearby emitters. The nthorder cumulant (a quantity related to the nth-order correlation
function) filters this signal based on its fluctuations in such a way
that only highly correlated fluctuations are left over. In practice
the remitting signal is limited to emitters within the pixel. The
fluorescence signal contribution of these emitters to neighboring
pixels will nonlinearly yield lower correlation values, leading to
an increased resolution. The following section describes the
underlying theory.
Theory
Given a sample composed of N single, independently fluctuating
emitters, located at position rk (Fig. 1A) and having a timedependent molecular brightness k 䡠 sk(t), the resulting fluorescence source distribution is given by:
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Super-resolution optical microscopy is a rapidly evolving area of
fluorescence microscopy with a tremendous potential for impacting many fields of science. Several super-resolution methods have
been developed over the last decade, all capable of overcoming the
fundamental diffraction limit of light. We present here an approach for obtaining subdiffraction limit optical resolution in all
three dimensions. This method relies on higher-order statistical
analysis of temporal fluctuations (caused by fluorescence blinking/
intermittency) recorded in a sequence of images (movie). We
demonstrate a 5-fold improvement in spatial resolution by using a
conventional wide-field microscope. This resolution enhancement
is achieved in iterative discrete steps, which in turn allows the
evaluation of images at different resolution levels. Even at the
lowest level of resolution enhancement, our method features
significant background reduction and thus contrast enhancement
and is demonstrated on quantum dot-labeled microtubules of
fibroblast cells.
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Fig. 1. Principle of SOFI. (A) Emitter distribution in the object plane. Each
emitter exhibits fluorescence intermittency, which is uncorrelated with the
others. (B) Magnified detail of the dotted box in A. The signal from the emitter
fluorescence distribution is convolved with the systems PSF and recorded on a
subdiffraction grid (e.g., pixels of the CCD-camera). Two neighboring emitters, for example, cannot be resolved because of the optical diffraction limit.
The fluctuations are recorded in a movie. (C) Each pixel contains a time trace,
which is composed of the sum of individual emitter signals, whose PSFs are
reaching into the pixel. (D) The second-order correlation function is calculated
from the fluctuations for each pixel. (E) The SOFI intensity value assigned for
each pixel is given by the integral over the second-order correlation function.
The second-order correlation function is proportional to the squared PSF, thus
increasing the resolution of the imaging system by a factor of 公2.
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where k is the constant molecular brightness and sk(t) is a
time-dependent fluctuation.
We assume that the positions of emitters do not change during
the image acquisition; temporal changes are caused only by
changes in the fluorescent states of individual emitters (e.g.,
blinking). For reason of simplicity we assume further that the
point spread function (PSF) does not vary locally because of e.g.,
aberrations or polarization effects. However, such effects can be
taken into account.
The fluorescence signal F(r,t) at position r and time t is given
by the convolution of the system’s PSF U(r) and the fluorescence
source distribution (Eq. 1 and Fig. 1 B and C):
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Assuming that the sample is in stationary equilibrium during
acquisition, the fluctuations can be expressed as zero-mean
fluctuations:
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In Eq. 4 we assumed that the emission of different emitters is not
correlated in time so that all cross-correlation terms 冓␦sj(t ⫹ )␦sk(t)典
with j ⫽ k vanish. The second-order autocorrelation function
thus appears as a simple sum of the squared PSF, weighted by
each emitter’s squared brightness and molecular correlation
function 冓␦sk(t ⫹ )␦sk(t)典.
The value of G2(r,) for a time lag  defines a SOFI image, the
only difference between each image being the weighting of the
squared PSF with the molecular correlation function. Note that
the intensities of a SOFI image do not report directly on the
fluorescence signal, but rather its brightness and its degree of
correlation. Additionally, the PSF is replaced by a distribution
that is the square of the original PSF.
If the original PSF of the optical system can be approximated
by a 3D Gaussian distribution, it follows from Eq. 4 that the
width of the ‘‘new’’ PSF is reduced by a factor of 公2 along all
three dimensions, thus increasing the optical resolution of the
second-order SOFI image:
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where 冓…冔t denotes time averaging. The second-order autocorrelation function G2(r,) is then given by (see Fig. 1D):
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˜ 0z ⫽ 0z/公2 and 
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Because the second-order correlation function involves the
square of the PSF it is natural to look into higher-order
correlation functions, generate higher powers of the PSF, and
therefore further increase the resolution. The nth-order correlation function is given by:
Gn共r,  1, . . . ,  n⫺1兲
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Gn can be easily computed in a straightforward manner, because
the above formula states that the acquired signal fluctuations
have to be multiplied for n ⫺ 1 time lags to obtain Gn. To
generate SOFI images of higher orders, it is, however, necessary
to transform the nth-order correlation functions into nth-order
cumulant functions Cn(r,1,…n⫺1). The reason is that all crossterms caused by lower-order correlation contributions are eliminated in cumulants, so that the nth-order cumulant consists only
of terms containing the nth power of the PSF. This can be
understood by considering the following example. To compute
the fourth-order correlation function, one ultimately needs to
correlate four photons in one pixel. These photons could originate from different emitters or from the same emitter. The
latter case would straightforwardly yield super resolution. However, it is also possible that two of the four photons are coming
from one emitter and two are from a different emitter. These
pairs, too, would contribute to the fourth-order correlation but
only with a squared PSF for each emitter (cross-terms of lower
orders) concealing the fourth-power PSF contribution, which
arises from fluctuations from only a single emitter. Cumulants
do not contain these cross-terms. Thus, only the use of cumulants
Dertinger et al.

will ensure super resolution. This is expressed through the
following equation:
Cn共r,  1, . . . ,  n⫺1兲 ⫽
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where wk(1,…,n⫺1) is a correlation-based weighting function,
depending on the specific fluctuation properties of each emitter.
Note that the exact expression for wk(1,…,n⫺1) depends on the
order of the cumulants. Because the nth-order cumulant generates an image with an effective PSF that is the nth power of the
original PSF, the resolution is enhanced by a factor 公n for a
Gaussian PSF. For instance, the fourth-order cumulant results in
a SOFI image that has a 2-fold increased resolution, whereas the
16th-order cumulant will result in a 4-fold resolution enhancement. Although there is no fundamental limit for resolution
enhancement, there are practical ones. Because the PSF is raised
to the nth power, so is the molecular brightness  from each
emitter. Thus, an emitter that has a 2-fold larger molecular
brightness will appear 2n times brighter in the nth-order SOFI
image. Additionally, the weighting function wk(1,…,n⫺1) can
alter the apparent intensity in the SOFI image. An emitter that
does not fluctuate over time will not yield any correlation [i.e.,
the weighting function wk(1,…,n⫺1) ⫽ 0 and thus the emitter
will not appear in the SOFI image], whereas an emitter that
blinks yields a nonzero value for the weighting function and will
show up in the SOFI image. The exact value for the weighting
function is determined by the specific blinking behavior of the
emitters. The product of the nth power of the molecular brightness and the weighting function of an individual emitter therefore determines its contribution to the SOFI image, which can
lead to the masking of dim emitters that are in close proximity
to bright emitters (see SI Text and Figs. S1 and S2). In other
words, the resulting higher-order SOFI images have a very large
dynamic intensity range. This effect reduces the apparent information content of the final SOFI image and is pronounced for
orders ⬎ 2.
Although there is no fundamental difficulty in computing
higher-order cumulants, it is worth noticing, that the nth-order
cumulant is an (n ⫺ 1)-dimensional function of the i. Therefore,

Fig. 3. Resolution enhancement of SOFI. (Upper) 1D Gaussian fits of the
cross-sections displayed in Fig. 2. Plotted are the original intensity and the
normalized cumulants orders 2–25. The cumulant order is increasing from blue
to red. Lines show Gaussian fits. Dots indicate data. The original image
intensities are offset because of background present in the image, whereas
there is no background in the SOFI images and thus no offset. (Lower) Fitted
FWHM (circles) as a function of cumulant order The line is a fit according to:
FWHM ⫽ 50 䡠 na.

the computation time and memory requirements are growing as
n2, which may be rapidly become a limiting factor for the
generation of higher-order SOFI images. In practice, it is most
efficient to compute SOFI images by setting all time lags to zero:
Cn共r, 0兲 ⬅ Cn共r,  1 ⫽ 0, . . . ,  n⫺1 ⫽ 0兲
⫽
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In this case the cumulant formulas can be expressed in a
simplified form (e.g., the second-order cumulant becomes simply
the variance of the signal), which is algorithmically easy to
realize:
Fig. 2. Higher-order SOFI images. Selected SOFI images acquired from a
movie taken with QDs deposited on a coverslip are shown. From upper left to
lower right: Original image (mean intensity of all movie frames) and 2nd, 4th,
9th, 16th, and 25th orders of SOFI. The two different QDs are resolved at
higher-order SOFI images. Note that the relative intensities of the two QDs
vary depending on the specific blinking characteristics of each QD, which is
addressed at different cumulant orders. The dotted cross-section lines are
used in Fig. 3. (Scale bars: 250 nm.)

Dertinger et al.
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This simplification, of course, does not eliminate shot noise of
the signal and is most likely not applicable, when the signal-tonoise ratio is low, as, for example, when measuring with organic
dyes. In this case cumulants should be calculated in a shot-noise
free manner as discussed in SI Text and Figs. S1 and S3.
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Fig. 4. 3D SOFI. Rendered 3D PSF composed of 2D sections taken along the
z axis (300-nm steps). Surfaces were smoothed with a Gaussian smoothing
algorithm. The isosurfaces for Imax 䡠 e⫺2 are shown. Starting from the outermost isosurface, the original PSF is shown followed by orders 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and
16th. PSF aberrations are noticeable at the top of the original PSF image.

Results
We first demonstrate the concept of SOFI by using quantum dots
(QDs) deposited on a coverslip. Because the QDs fluorescence
on/off distributions obey a power law (18), they blink at all time
scales, which allows the use of arbitrary camera frame rates. Data
were recorded in series of 2,000 frames (100 ms per frame).
Because resolution is defined by the ability to differentiate
between two close-by point sources, we first demonstrate resolution enhancement with a pair of QDs that are separated by a
distance shorter than the diffraction limit. Fig. 2 shows the 2nd-,
4th-, 9th-, 16th-, and 25th-order cumulant SOFI images of two
close-by QDs. It is clear from Fig. 2 that as the cumulant order
is increased the PSF shrinks and the two QDs are better resolved.
The dotted line in Fig. 2 denotes the cross-section through the
PSF of a single QD. This intensity cross-section (Fig. 2, dotted
line) was fitted with a 1D Gaussian model for all calculated
cumulants orders. Fig. 3 Upper shows the profiles (dots) and the
fits (lines). Note that the PSF in the original (intensity) image
comprises an offset caused by constant, uncorrelated background signal, which disappears in the SOFI images. Comparing
the signal-to-background (S/B) ratios of the original image with
the second-order SOFI image, we observe a striking 130-fold
improvement (S/Boriginal ⫽ 1.9; S/Bsecond-order ⫽ 250). Fig. 3
Lower shows the FWHM values of the Gaussian fits plotted
versus the cumulant order. This curve was fitted with a power
law: FWHM(n) ⫽ 50 䡠 na, n being the cumulants order and 50
being the FWHM value of the raw image. The fit yielded 50 ⫽
289 ⫾ 2 nm and a ⫽ 0.51 ⫾ 0.01, in agreement with the expected
square-root scaling of the resolution enhancement with the
cumulant order. The 25th-order yielded an image with a
FWHM ⫽ 55 ⫾ 3 nm, corresponding to a 5-fold resolution
enhancement in 2D. It is evident from Eq. 4 that the resolution
enhancement takes place along all three dimensions. To prove
22290 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0907866106

Fig. 5. SOFI images of cells. Wide-field image of QD625 labeled 3T3 cells. (A)
Original image generated by time averaging all frames of the acquired movie
(3,000 frames, 100 ms per frame). (B) The image in A deconvolved. (C) Secondorder SOFI image. (D) The image in C deconvolved. (E–H) Magnified views of
the boxed regions in A–D. (Scale bars: A–D, 2 m; E–H, 500 nm.)

this, we performed a 3D scan through a single QD. Movies were
recorded for different image planes (300-nm spacing, 4,000
frames, 75 ms per frame), and SOFI images were generated for
each plane. The smoothed e⫺2 iso-surfaces of these sections were
rendered as a 3D image. The result is shown in Fig. 4, demonstrating that the SOFI’s PSFs are shrinking along all three axes
at higher orders. This was confirmed by 2D Gauss-fits along x-z
cross-sections yielding the expected square-root law. The original image, however, was excluded from the fitting because of its
non-Gaussian profile, rendering Gauss-fits inappropriate.
In a second experiment, the ␣-tubulin network of a 3T3
fibroblast cell was immuno-stained with QDs to evaluate the
imaging capabilities of SOFI. Fig. 5 A and C shows the results for
the original and the second-order SOFI images, respectively. In
addition to the increase in resolution, a striking enhancement in
S/B is apparent, because of the elimination of the hazy background present in the processed image, because the SOFI
algorithm intrinsically removes uncorrelated background.
The background removal in SOFI images proves especially
useful for an optional, subsequent image deconvolution. Because
deconvolution algorithms tend to operate better if no background is present, we compared the performance of a commercially available deconvolution program (Huygens Professional)
on the original intensity image and the corresponding secondorder SOFI image. The results are shown in Fig. 5 B and D,
respectively. As can be seen, the software performs well on the
original wide-field image, and the quality of the deconvolved
image is comparable with the second-order SOFI image. However, the second-order SOFI image can be deconvolved noticeably better, as demonstrated in Fig. 6, where intensity profiles of
a cross-section from Fig. 5 E–H (box in Fig. 5 A–D) are
compared. SOFI images of orders n ⬎ 2, did not lead to satisfying
images because of extreme brightness differences within the
image (Fig. S4).
Discussion
We have introduced a super-resolution technique and demonstrated that by using higher-order statistics the optical resolution
Dertinger et al.

of a conventional microscope can be increased far beyond the
diffraction limit (公n times the FWHM of the PSF, where n is the
statistical order) while simultaneously enhancing the image
contrast. We argue that no other super-resolution microscopy
technique can compete with the simplicity of the SOFI approach
and its undemanding requirements with regard to fluorescent
labels, optics, and other hardware. The experimental procedure
essentially amounts to taking a movie of a fluctuating signal.
Other correlation-based imaging methods such as image correlation spectroscopy (ICS) and related methods such as Raster
ICS and spatiotemporal (STICS) (19, 20, 23), diffusion imaging
(21), OLID, or fluorescence cumulant analysis (22) do not
exploit the super-resolution imaging potential of higher-order
statistics. Comparing SOFI specifically with STICS reveals a
striking analogy in formulas, because both methods use image
series and temporal correlations. However, in STICS spatial
correlation images are calculated from each image (or parts
thereof) combined with a temporal correlation on these spatial
correlation images. The behavior of this spatiotemporal correlation image series allows the quantification and separation of
molecular transport properties, although no super-resolution
imaging. Lidke et al. (24) have developed a super-resolution
imaging method that is based on independent component
analysis and blinking statistics of QDs. They demonstrated that
this method is capable to resolve QDs that are closely spaced
below the diffraction limit. As pointed out by Lidke et al.
underestimating or overestimating the number of QDs can affect
the accuracy in determination of the loci of the (incorrect
number of) emitters. In SOFI no such a priori knowledge is
necessary.
Also dynamic speckle illumination microscopy (DSI) (25–27)
is based on the evaluation of fluctuations in the observed signal,
but ones that are induced by the excitation and subsequently
evaluated in an analogous way to SOFI. Even though this
approach yields sectioning along the optical axis, the fact that the
fluctuations are not stemming from independent microscopic
(i.e., subdiffraction sized) emitters but from diffraction limited
speckles imposes a fundamental limit on DSI resolution, because
it is diffraction limited. The similarities between SOFI and the
above-mentioned methods have their origin solely in the common mathematical concept of correlation functions. However, a
Dertinger et al.

Methods
All experiments were carried out using QD625 secondary antibodies (Invitrogen) QD. 3T3 cells were fixed and labeled by using a standard immunostaining protocol (for details refer to SI Text).
Microscope Setup and Data Analysis. Movies were taken on an inverted
wide-field microscope (Olympus IX71, objective: UPlanApo 60⫻, 1.45, Oil). A
470-nm LED array device was used as a light source (Lumencor Aura Light
Engine) and a CCD camera (Andor iXon ⫹ 885) was used to record the signal.
Filter set was dichroic [505 DCXR, Chroma Technology; emission (D620/40,
Chroma Technology]. Magnification was adjusted to obtain 35 nm per pixel.
To generate and evaluate SOFI images, movies were analyzed by using a
custom-written Matlab (Mathworks) code. The shortest accessible time lag is
the frame integration time (time between two subsequent frames). We
computed all SOFI images for the zero time lag only Cn (r,0,0,…0). In this case
a computationally less expensive expression for the cumulants formula can be
used (see SI Text). Cumulants of orders ⬎ 2 can turn negative depending on the
underlying fluctuation pattern. SOFI images are therefore displayed as absolute values.
PNAS 兩 December 29, 2009 兩 vol. 106 兩 no. 52 兩 22291
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Fig. 6. Comparison of resolution enhancement of SOFI. Intensity profiles
extracted from the dotted lines in Fig. 5 E–H are shown . Black solid line
indicates original image. Red solid line indicatea second-order SOFI image.
Dotted lines correspond to cross-sections taken from the deconvolved images.
The second-order SOFI image clearly exhibits gain in resolution.

detailed analysis of these approaches reveals dramatic differences in capabilities and resulting effects.
We verified that the SOFI concept leads to an increase in
optical resolution along all three directions. Furthermore we
demonstrated that SOFI is suitable for biological imaging applications as shown on fluorescently labeled, fixed 3T3 fibroblasts, achieving background-free, contrast-enhanced, superresolution images. An additional benefit of the SOFI images is
that deconvolution algorithms tend to perform better on these
background-free images.
The main limitation of SOFI is the brightness scaling of the
images; the higher the order, the larger initial differences in
brightness will grow. This results in very large dynamic range
images and can lead to masking effects of dim emitters in
proximity to bright emitters. SOFI can be regarded as a singlemolecule technique, because it relies on the detection of fluctuations from single emitters. Even though SOFI theoretically
eliminates any kind of noise (noise is per definition not correlated over time), it is sensitive to the signal-to-noise ratio because
acquisition times are limited (e.g., caused by photobleaching).
Limited measurement times lead to a ‘‘correlation’’ noise in
SOFI, which is not any different from other correlation-based
methods such as fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS).
There are several publications characterizing noise in FCS
measurements (as, for example, refs. 28 and 29). To reduce noise
in a SOFI image, measurement times have to be extended or the
signal-to-noise ratio has to be improved until the desired image
quality is achieved.
SOFI has the potential to perform super-resolution imaging,
at high frame rates. The acquisition speed in this work was
limited mainly by the blinking behavior of QDs. Because of their
power-law fluorescence on/off distribution (18, 30–32), some
QDs exhibit strong blinking, whereas others might remain in the
on state for a few seconds of movie acquisition, leading to very
different brightness values in the SOFI images. By choosing
probes displaying a uniform blinking rate, one should be able to
drastically shorten the acquisition times. Also, a more uniform
blinking could help to resolve the brightness scaling problem of
SOFI (because SOFI brightness depends on the molecular
brightness and the molecular blinking behavior). In terms of
flexibility, SOFI is not limited to work with high numerical
aperture microscope objectives and thus could be used in
imaging applications, where its main advantage could be background reduction. Last, SOFI is not limited to blinking between
fluorescent on and off states. Any (even nonfluorescent) fluctuating objects, such as rotating dipoles, or blinking of celestial
objects, such as binary stars, could be imaged and superresolved
by SOFI.
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Preparing Samples. Preparing slides with spin-coated QDs. QD625 secondary antibodies (Invitrogen) were spin-coated on a coverslide.
Preparing 3T3 cells. NIH 3T3 (ATCC) cells were grown up to a confluence level of ⬇80% in DMEM (ATCC catalog no. 30-2002) plus

10% FCS (10082-147; Invitrogen) and 100 units of penicillin-streptomycin (Pen-Strep, 15140122; Invitrogen). For fixation the
following procedure has been applied. Cells were incubated at room temperature for 15 min with CB buffer [10 mM Mes (pH 6.2),
140 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM EGTA, 5 mM MgCl2], 11% sucrose, 3.7% paraformaldehyde, 0.5% glutaraldehyde, and 0.25% Triton as a
fixative. Quenching was done with 0.5 mg/mL sodium borohydride in CB for 8 min. Cells were washed once with PBS and blocked
in 2% BSA⫹PBS for 1 h at room temperature. Microtubules were stained by using 1:500 dilution of DM1A anti-␣-tubulin monoclonal
antibody (Sigma) in 2% BSA⫹PBS. Cells were then washed three times with PBS and incubated for 1 h at room temperature with
a 1:400 dilution of QDs QD625-labeled goat F(ab)2, anti-mouse IgG antibodies (H⫹L) (Invitrogen) in 6% BSA ⫹ PBS. Cells were
washed three times with PBS. All steps were performed in a humidity chamber. Specimens were dehydrated by floating the coverslips
sequentially for 5 s in 30%, 70%, 90%, and 100% ethanol. Subsequently, they were gently spin-coated (⬇500 rpm; Specialty Coating
Systems model P-6000 spin coater) with 1 mg/mL PVA. A movie (3,000 frames, 100 ms per frame) was acquired and subsequently
analyzed with the SOFI algorithm
Ways to Calculate SOFI Images. SOFI is based on the calculation of the nth-order cumulant. The nth-order cumulant can be derived

from the nth-order correlation function. Because there are many ways to calculate a SOFI image, we will discuss the different
possibilities. This includes the calculation of shot noise-free SOFI images. Also the possibility to achieve SOFI images that contain
less noise, from an existing dataset will be explained. Let us first start with the conversion of nth-order-correlation functions into
cumulants.
On the Calculation of Cumulants. The nth-order cumulant Cn can be derived from the correlation functions G (shown only up to the

fourth order). For the recursive formula see Mendel (1):
C2共r,  1兲 ⫽ G2共r,  1兲
C3共r,  1,  2兲 ⫽ G3共r,  1,  2兲
C4共r,  1,  2,  3兲 ⫽ G4共r,  1,  2,  3兲 ⫺ G2共r,  1兲䡠G2共r,  3兲 ⫺ G2共r,  1 ⫹  2兲䡠G2共r,  2 ⫹  3兲 ⫺ G2共r,  1 ⫹  2 ⫹  3兲䡠G2共r,  2兲.
[S1]
In the limit of very fast temporal sampling and short time lags with respect to blinking rates, one can approximate the above equation
by a computationally less expensive formula. The formula to recursively derive these (approximated) cumulants Ciapprox from
correlation functions is given by (2):
Capprox
共r,  1兲 ⫽ G2共r,  1兲
2
共r,  1,  2兲 ⫽ G3共r,  1,  2兲
Capprox
3
共r,  1,  2,  3兲 ⫽ G4共r,  1,  2,  3兲
Capprox
4
⫺ 3䡠共G2共r,  1兲兲 2
·
·
·
approx
共r,  1, . . . ,  n⫺1兲 ⫽ Gn共r,  1, . . . ,  n兲
Cn

冘冉

n⫺1

⫺

i⫽1

[S2]

冊

n⫺1
approx
Cn⫺i
共r,  1, . . . ,  n⫺1⫺i兲Gi共r,  1, . . . ,  i⫺1兲.
i

As can be seen from Eqs. S1 and S2, the exact and approximated cumulants are identical for i ⫽ 0. We also did simulations to point
out the differences (see Simulation Results).
Noise Reduction in SOFI Images. If acquisition times are short, there is the possibility to reduce noise in the SOFI image. Instead of
calculating SOFI images for only the zero time lag, one can calculate SOFI images for many time lags and afterward sum all SOFI
images. This time lag-integrated SOFI image contains less noise. In the following equation we used the expression for the nth-order
cumulant Cn(r,1,…,n⫺1) as given in e.g., Eq. S1.
t 21

In共r兲 ⫽

2
t n⫺1

冕 冕
···

t 11
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[S3]

2
t n⫺1
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where the integration is carried out over as many time lags as needed. Obviously, values at long time lags tend to zero and eventually
contribute little to the final integrated image.
SOFI Cross-Cumulant Approach. A more general approach to SOFI is to calculate the spatiotemporal cross-cumulant XCn between
different positions ri. The second-order cross-cumulant XC2, for example, is given by [as can be easily derived an analogous approach
as for the second-order autocorrelation (Eq. 5)]:

XC2共r1, r2,  兲 ⫽

冘

具 ␦ f k共t ⫹  兲䡠␦ f k共t兲典 tU共r1 ⫺ rk兲U共r2 ⫺ rk兲.

[S4]

k

Assuming a 3D Gaussian PSF (or a 2D Gaussian in the image plane), this expression can be simplified further by using
共r1 ⫺ r兲 2 ⫹ 共r2 ⫺ r兲 2 ⫽ 2

冉冉

冊 冉

r1 ⫹ r2
⫺r ⫹
2

r1 ⫺ r2
2

冊冊
2

,

[S5]

yielding:
XC2共r1, r2,  兲 ⫽ U 2

冉

冊冘 冉

r1 ⫺ r2
䡠
2

U2

k

冊

r1 ⫹ r2
⫺ rk 䡠具 ␦ f k共t ⫹  兲䡠␦ f k共t兲典 t.
2

[S6]

As can be seen, the cross-correlation term is multiplied by a weighting function
U2

冉

冊

r 1 ⫺ r2
,
2

which depends on the distance between pixels r1 and r2. As can be seen the resulting image corresponds to the pixel in the geometric
middle of r1 and r2:
I2共r⬘兲 ⫽ I 2

冉

冊

r1 ⫹ r2
⫽ XC2共r1, r2,  兲.
2

[S7]

For instance the second-order SOFI image value for pixel ri can be obtained by using its neighboring pixels ri⫺1 and ri⫹1 by calculating
the cross-cumulant XC2 (ri⫺1, ri⫹1,). In a 2D image for each pixel there are four such directly neighboring pixels. Also pixels further
away, such as ri⫺k and ri⫹k can in principle be chosen to apply the cross-cumulant approach. Because of the weighting function,
however, significant contributions to the signal are only expected for pixels that are within the FWHM of the nth power of the PSF.
Even though no additional resolution is gained, the additional information can be used to reduce the noise in SOFI images, by adding
up cross-cumulants, which correspond to the same SOFI image pixel. This is especially useful when short acquisition times are used.
This allows analysis of datasets containing as few as 100 frames, which is shown in Simulation Results. The cross-cumulant approach
cannot only be used to reduce the noise in a SOFI image but also to achieve shot noise-free images as described in the next paragraph.
Interestingly using the cross-cumulant approach, one can calculate SOFI image pixels, which lie in between real pixels. This is achieved
by correlating directly neighboring pixels ri and ri⫹1.
Taking together the cross-cumulant and the time lag-integrated approach, the information present in the dataset is used in the
most efficient way. However, from the perspective of computational time, this might not be necessary for all datasets. Already the
very simple approach just using the zero time lag cumulants for a pixel lead to satisfying results.
Shot Noise-Free SOFI Images. As a consequence from the cumulants approach shot-noise-free SOFI images can be achieved in two ways.

1. By omitting time lags of  ⫽ 0 using the time lag-integrated SOFI approach. The zero time lag is equivalent to the multiplication
of the fluctuations with themselves without time shifting. Therefore, shot noise will not be cancelled out. Any other time lag will
lead to the annihilation of shot noise, because it is not correlated in time.
2. By using the cross-cumulant approach only and omitting the auto-cumulant (cumulants obtained from the same pixel time series).
Using this approach, time lags of zero can be used and still images without shot noise will be achieved, because shot-noise from
different pixels is not correlated at any time lag.
Simulation Results. We simulated fluorescence signals stemming from two emitters separated by a distance of 1.2䡠0, where 0 is the
width of a 1D Gaussian PSF. The signal was sampled on a 0/20 pixel grid. Both emitters exhibit the same constant blinking rate
of 10% (Figs. S1 and S2) resp. 50% (Fig. S3) of the frame-rate. The simulations include shot noise based on the signal strength (which
for the first simulation is 50,000 photons per time unit for the area under the Gaussian PSF for each emitter; for the second simulation
50,000 resp. 33,000 photons and the third simulation 5,000 photons, which corresponds to a maximum of 100 photons in the center
of each emitte’rs PSF, on top of 20 background photons per pixel) and were done for 20,000 (Figs. S1 and S2) resp. 100 (Fig. S3)
frames. In addition to that we added a 20% background (compared with the signal strength) in the simulation in Fig. S3.
In the first simulation we compared the resolving power of SOFI using the two different cumulants formulas (Eqs. S1 and S2)
for different time lag settings. Fig. S1 shows when the use of the approximated cumulants formula (Eq. S2) is justified. In the limiting
case of time lags of i ⫽ 0 both cumulants formulas are identical and thus yield the same result (Fig. S1 a and b). However, for different
time-lag settings only the exact cumulant formula will lead to a substantially increased resolution (Fig. S1 c and d).
In a second simulation we show the brightness scaling of SOFI for emitters that have different molecular brightnesses. For this
reason, we set the molecular brightness ratio to 1:0.66 for the two emitters. The result can be seen in Fig. S2. The initial brightness
Dertinger et al. www.pnas.org/cgi/content/short/0907866106
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difference will increase when proceeding to higher-order cumulants. The higher the order calculated the bigger the difference in
the SOFI signal. This leads to the masking effect.
In our third simulation, we compared the cross-cumulant approach to SOFI with the conventional cumulant approach, where the
cumulants are computed only for the fluctuations from the same pixel. In the cross-cumulant approach, we compute the signal for
the SOFI image by calculating the cumulants for pixels within a certain neighborhood of the pixel of interest. This way the SOFI
value for a specific pixel can be calculated multiple times, each time using different neighboring pixels. Subsequent summation over
all cross-cumulants for this specific pixel leads to a noise reduction. In Fig. S3 we computed the SOFI image out of only 100 frames,
showing that this approach can efficiently reduce the acquisition time. Compared with common spatial averaging methods in image
processing applications, the cross-cumulant approach specifically improves the signal-to-noise ratio of the SOFI image. This means
no smoothing/blurring is applied to reduce the noise.
1. Mendel JM (1991) Tutorial on higher-order statistics (spectra) in signal-processing and
system-theory: Theoretical results and some applications. Proc IEEE 79:278 –305.
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Fig. S1. Simulated SOFI 1D intensity cross-sections. Simulated are two close-by emitters fluctuating at a constant blinking rate of 10% of the frame rate and
having identical molecular brightnesses (50,000) to demonstrate the resolving ability of SOFI using different time lags for the calculation of exact versus
approximated cumulants. The dotted lines represent the individual diffraction limited PSFs of the two emitters. From blue to red: increasing cumulants orders
[orders: 1 (original), 2, 4, 6]. (a) All time lags are zero (i ⫽ 0), using the exact formula (Eq. S1) for the cumulants. (b) Same as a but using the approximated formula
for the cumulants (Eq. S2) yielding the same result as a. (c) Cumulants calculated for time lags (i ⫽  ⫹ 1, where i is measured in units of frames) using the exact
formula. (d) Same as c but using the approximated formula from cumulants. As can be seen, in this case the resolving ability from the approximated cumulants
is compromised.
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Fig. S2. Simulated SOFI 1D intensity cross-sections. Simulated are two close-by emitters fluctuating at a constant blinking rate of 10% of the frame rate having
different molecular brightness (50,000:33,000) to demonstrate the intensity scaling of SOFI images for different cumulant orders. The gray lines represent the
individual diffraction limited PSFs of two close-by emitters. From blue to red: increasing cumulants orders [orders: 1 (mean intensity), 2, 4, 6]. Clearly, the two
emitters cannot be resolved in the original image. At higher cumulants orders, the PSF is shrinking, but at the same time, the signal stemming from the dim emitter
gets buried in the tail of the bright PSF so that they can not be resolved even at higher orders. Note that the intensities are scaled to the maximum value.
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Fig. S3. Simulated SOFI 1D intensity cross-sections. We simulated two close-by emitters fluctuating at a constant blinking rate of 50% of the frame-rate and
having identical molecular brightnesses (100 in the center of each emitter PSF) on top of a 20% (compared with the brightness of the center of the emitters PSF)
random background was added. This simulation shows the effect of the cross-cumulant approach on the noise in a SOFI image. (Lower) The conventional SOFI
approach is shown; solely calculating the zero time lag cumulants for each pixel. (Upper) The summation over cross-cumulants achieved by correlating pixels
within a neighborhood of ⫾9 pixels from the pixel of interest is shown. From blue to red: increasing cumulants orders [orders: 1 (mean intensity), 2, 4, 6]. Note
that the mean intensity profile is offset because of uncorrelated background.
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Fig. S4. Fourth-order SOFI image of fibroblasts. Shown is the fourth-order SOFI image as obtained from the fibroblast sample. As can be seen, the intensity
range of the SOFI image is so large that a satisfying image cannot be displayed. (Scale bar: 2 m.)
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